After a whirlwind success in 2020 DEFENDERR
is issuing a new model
even more powerful and balanced machine
for permanent make-up

Universally used short stroke machine for any
permanent make-up technique, compatible
with the majority of the popular modules and
power supply units
It is based on the innovative German motor
by well-known Faulhaber company which
enables the user to feel confidence when
working on any skin area

MAIN ADVANTAGES - MODERN
POWERFUL MOTOR, CALIBRATED
BALANCE AND NO ANY NOISE OR
VIBRATION WHILE WORKING

Needle bar stroke

Short stroke of 2.5 mm enables solid covering at
a high speed with minimal skin injury risk

Power

Upgraded motor allows DIAMOND machine to
draw even more accurate and smooth lines
making it an ideal tool for microblading

Balance

Machine’s weight focus is in the middle of the
body which enables a user to feel no muscle strain
for a long time. Ergonomic machine body fits
perfectly the hand of a tattoo master becoming
its integral part.

Machine’s body frame is made of
endurable and light-weighted material
– aircraft-grade aluminium – with
special coating which protects device
from dents and corrosion. Elaborated
machine body design prevents ink
from getting inside and guarantees
device is fully sterile.

DIAMOND can be easily disassembled,
and its dismountable grip may be cleaned
in a dry heat autoclave.
Any spare part may be replaced and/or
repaired which ensures reliable use for a
long time.

DIAMOND was designed in the US
and its motor was manufactured in
Germany in cooperation with

DEFENDERR company ensures
quality of our device and may
guarantee maintenance service
during 1 year as well as replacing
any spare part free of charge.
Flexible though endurable clip
cord with RCA connector comes
standard with the machine.

--Maintenance-------service------

Main characteristics:
Length

115 mm

Grip size

21 mm

Weight

92 g

Connector

RCA (clip cord is
included)

Motor power

6W

Voltage

8V

Rotational speed

10,000 rpm

Short stroke

2.5 mm

Colors

Stealth, Gunmetal

Warranty

1 year

Motor

Faulhaber (Germany)

Designed

in the USA

